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ABSTRACT
Memory capacity in data centers is becoming a scarce resource. To address this issue, emerging runtimes enable applications to supplement their local memory with additional tiers of compressed, non-volatile, or far memory, often accessed via OS-supported paging. In these systems, minimizing page faults is crucial for good performance. Yet, there is little common understanding of which parts of application code are responsible for triggering page faults. In this paper, we analyze page-fault behavior across a suite of 26 applications and find that the vast majority of page faults are triggered by a very small number of lines of application code. In the light of this and related observations, we discuss the feasibility of several ways to reduce page faults.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Memory capacity—once an abundant resource—is the limiting factor for many applications in data centers today. This shift is due to the confluence of three trends: increasing demand for in-memory computing over multi-terabyte datasets [14, 17], stagnating improvements in DRAM density and cost [22, 24], and increasing per-CPU core counts [19, 20]. As a result, applications increasingly supplement their local DRAM with additional tiers of memory. A common approach is to use OS-based swapping to page out (cold) application data to a tier of compressed memory [23], high-capacity non-volatile memory [28], or a pool of far memory shared by a rack of servers [11, 18, 34]. All of these approaches can bring a page into memory within several microseconds, enabling applications to access a much larger pool of memory without the latency of swapping pages from SSD or disk.

Despite the promise of new memory tiers, when applications operate with only a small fraction of their working set present locally, page faults are abundant and performance can significantly degrade [11, 18]. To avoid page faults, prior work has studied memory access patterns in an attempt to predict which pages are likely to be accessed in the near future to hide access
In general, however, it is difficult to make accurate predictions without application-specific knowledge, which has led others to suggest that programmers should annotate or redesign their code to optimize memory usage [29], which may seem like an intractable task for sophisticated applications. In this work, we take a step back and ask, from how many different locations in application code do page faults actually arise in practice? To answer this question, we develop a tool that records page faults (under a configurable paging policy) and identifies the specific line of code that triggered each fault (§2). We use this tool to study page-fault behavior across a suite of 26 applications (§3). Surprisingly, we find that while both the frequency of page faults and the number of faulted-on pages can be quite large, the number of unique lines of source code that are responsible for generating the majority of these faults is quite small—often fewer than 10. Figure 1 illustrates this trend for four applications across a range of local memory sizes.

We believe that this observation suggests new opportunities for reducing page faults in far memory systems, by focusing optimization efforts on the small number of code locations that are responsible for generating page faults. We discuss how these insights might be leveraged in, e.g., application-guided prefetching and page-fault-aware programming (§4). Most significantly, we believe this observation suggests programmer-aided or other manual techniques may be far more promising than previously imagined.

## 2 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we briefly describe how we record page faults while an application runs and identify which line of source code generated each fault (§2.1). Then, we describe the suite of applications that we analyze (§2.2).

### 2.1 Fault Annotation

Our goal is to track the page faults an application would generate if placed under memory pressure—without actually deploying any particular swapping system. While Linux’s perf-trace tool [6] can record system-wide page faults, we are interested only in anonymous pages (excluding memory-mapped files) of a particular application. We also desire a flexible swap backend with configurable reclaim behavior instead of limiting ourselves to the default Linux swap policy.

**Trace collection.** To achieve these goals, we implement a simple page-fault tracing tool, fltrace, based on Userfaultfd [4] which lets us handle the page faults within the tool. Designed for C/C++ applications, a user links fltrace against an application at runtime using LD_PRELOAD and specifies the maximum amount of local memory it can use. Fltrace then interposes on all heap allocations and forwards them to Userfaultfd. It only ever maps pages below the local memory limit and keeps the rest of the heap unmapped. When accessed, the unmapped pages result in page faults forwarded back to the tool, which then uses signals to backtrace on the faulting thread and save the stack traces of instruction pointers. For this study, fltrace evicts pages on a simple first-in-first-out basis.

**Log processing.** Post execution, we filter out zero-page faults (i.e., first-ever faults on a mapped page) because they occur in any setting regardless of memory pressure. Next, we convert the log of stack traces (composed of instruction pointers) to lines of code using addr2line [1], which requires us to disable address space randomization and compile the applications with gcc -g -no-pie -fno-pie to ensure that code locations are binary independent and debug information is available. Some applications cannot be compiled with these flags if they contain shared libraries which must be independent; in these cases, we analyze traces by the instruction pointers alone.

We are interested in the distribution of faults across unique faulting code locations. However, in some applications these locations are in standard libraries, which provides no insight into what application code caused the fault. For example, if an application uses the C++ standard-vector library to load data, most faults may appear to occur from the same line in the library even though it is called from different lines of application code. The reverse case, in which one line of application code can trigger faults in multiple different locations in the library, is also possible. To identify the fault-triggering line of code in the application, we extract the backtrace and remove shared library locations to record only the top-most function in the stack that belongs to the application itself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Max RSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key-value stores</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7–260K</td>
<td>0.5–1.3 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2–1.2K</td>
<td>0.1–300 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsec</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10–32K</td>
<td>110–800 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreutils</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1–3K</td>
<td>44–98 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Application Test Suite**
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Figure 2: The number of unique lines of source code that account for 100% (blue) and 95% (red) of the page faults in 26 different applications. Local memory is configured to hold only 10% of the working set. The x-axis labels indicate the total number of lines of code in each application and the application’s category (bolded letter).

Figure 3: Heat maps showing the fault intensity of each faulting code location, for eight example applications. Most of the faults concentrate in the first several locations and the same locations remain the heavy-hitters across different local memory settings.

2.2 Application Suite

Our analysis includes applications drawn from different benchmark suites to cover a range of application categories listed in Table 1. We run each application with its standard benchmarking workload to ensure similar code coverage as in realistic scenarios. We first run each application with a large amount of local memory to observe the size of its maximum resident set size (RSS). We then use fltrace to restrict the amount of local memory available in our experiments to a varying fraction of the maximum RSS and record the resulting page faults. The working sets for these applications are not particularly large as our experiments with even these modest memory footprints already generate very large fault traces (tens of GBs); however we do not expect the faulting behavior to vary significantly for larger working sets as the behavior depends more on the ratio of allowed resident set size to working set size than the absolute size of the working set itself.

KVS: We evaluate four key-value store applications: two in-memory caches (Redis [7] and Memcached [5]) and two persistent data stores (Rocksdb [8] and LevelDB [3] with memory caches). We use the workloads from LK_PROFILE [31] but increase the number of operations to at least a million, which yields a proportionally larger memory footprint.
**Graph:** We consider the CRONO graph benchmark [9], which consists of 10 independent multi-threaded graph algorithms. We use the inputs provided with the benchmark suite and run each program with four threads.

**PARSEC:** PARSEC [12] is a benchmarking suite of compute-intensive applications designed to stress parallel performance on multi-core CPUs. We include an HPC-focused subset of these applications. We run each with eight threads and its *native* dataset.

**Coreutils:** For breadth we analyze a subset of the GNU coreutils library [2], as a representative set of programs with a small code base and small memory footprint. Most coreutils with the exception of sort have small working sets which are agnostic to the input, as they are designed to work on streaming data. We chose three which accept large files as input.

### 3 FINDINGS

Our experiments yield three key findings. The first two observations are based on analysis of just the unique instruction pointers (which are frequently in library code) that cause page faults. Our third observation results from tracing the call stacks of the faulting instruction back to their origins in application code.

The majority of page faults originate from a small number of code locations. Figure 2 shows for each application both the total number of code locations that trigger faults and the number of code locations responsible for 95% of faults when the application can hold only 10% of its maximum RSS in local memory. In most cases, a small number of locations cover 95% of faults—12 locations at the median and fewer than 32 for all but four applications.

Faulting code locations remain stable under a wide range of memory pressure. Figure 3 shows the intensity of each faulting code location under different amounts of local memory, where the “intensity” of a code location is the percentage of page faults at that local memory percentage that originate from this code location. The most-frequently faulting locations are shown at the bottom of each graph. While the intensity of a given location shifts as the local memory percentage changes, the set of heavy-hitter locations remains largely the same. This suggests that a user can profile an application at one specific local memory percentage to discover the faulting code locations, and that this set of locations will generalize well across different degrees of memory pressure.

Faults concentrate even more in application code. The previous two graphs are based on unique instruction pointers, so the faulting locations may be in library code.

### 4 IMPLICATIONS

The number of important faulting code locations in the applications we analyze is well within the range of manual inspection. This provides an opportunity to reduce the number of page faults for far memory applications not by predicting memory access patterns, which is known to be challenging, but rather by carefully handling this small number of faulting locations.

#### 4.1 Better Prefetching

**App-aware Prefetching:** Prefetching performs poorly when accesses are random, and at the OS level predictive prefetches can become muddied by the seemingly random accesses of many threads and processes. Access patterns at specific faulting locations may follow a more predictable pattern, which could be exploited to improve prefetching accuracy. Language-level annotations at the faulting locations may reveal simple access patterns like strides, which were previously hidden from the underlying systems like Leap and 3PO [10, 13]. For example, a managed-language application with regular accesses running with garbage collection enabled may exhibit a near random access pattern from the OS perspective due to muddled accesses [33]. Labeling application and the garbage-collection accesses as such could enable a prefetcher to isolate the application accesses and run the prefetching on just these accesses with better accuracy.

**When to fetch?** Researchers have long focused on identifying what data to prefetch, and prior systems have incorporated a wide range of hints to try and improve accuracy rates [25, 27, 30, 32]. Our observation addresses a different dimension, which is *when to fetch*. Even if a prefetcher knows what to fetch, an untimely request
may consume limited memory bandwidth restricting application throughput. Just like modern CPUs do branch prediction to determine which code paths are likely to be executed (and results committed), speculation about the upcoming set of instructions could provide input to the prefetcher regarding when to dispatch requests. Similarly runtimes like Javascript, Java, Go, and Python that have knowledge of code flow could leverage this foresight to hide access latency.

4.2 Manual Hinting
The main faulting locations provide a great place for a variety of hints beyond prefetching to let the application guide the memory management without requiring significant application changes as in AIFM [29].

Alleviating page fault overheads: Page-fault handling incurs significant overhead to transition between user and kernel space, motivating solutions like AIFM [29] and DiLOS [35], which handle remote accesses in userspace. In that spirit, a few programmer-added hints at the frequent faulting locations could avoid the cost of page faults by servicing them in userspace.

Latency hiding: Latency of page-fault handling can be hidden by scheduling another thread to run while the page fault is serviced. Typically, rescheduling occurs at the kernel, but this is too slow when context switch time is on the order of the time to service a fault on a fast device as in remote memory (2–3 μs). Instead, with userspace hints about where page faults might occur, we can use userspace schedulers like Shenango [26] to reschedule execution in nanoseconds.

Informing memory-management decisions: Annotating important faulting locations could provide rich information to a user-level paging runtime, similar to AIFM [29]. For example, each faulting code location may point to a specific data structure in the program. Based on offline profiling hotness of data structures, memory reclamation could prioritize the pages (or data) faulted in at certain code locations over others.

4.3 Fault-aware Programming
When developers know that the number of faulting code locations is small and also know their locations and frequencies, it becomes feasible for them to manually improve program behavior around them, in a few ways.

Optimizing data structures to reduce faults: In some cases, refactoring data structures can reduce the number of page faults. Consider the paradigm of inlining metadata with data. Iterations over this sparse metadata triggers faults proportional to the size of the data. Placing metadata into a separate small structure can dramatically reduce the number of faults, especially if it enables data that is commonly written to be separated from read-only data, thereby reducing the number of write-protect faults. Other faults can be reduced by minimizing the amount of data processed or adjusting data-structure alignment. Data structures may be shrunk by considering data types carefully (e.g., replacing int64 with int16). Just as some programming languages provide keywords to facilitate cache line alignment, languages could provide support for aligning data structures to page granularities. Ultimately, understanding faulting locations may lead us to better data representations and algorithms.

Code Optimization: Important faulting code locations are typically near the code that processes high volumes of data. This neighborhood of code is ripe for optimization as improvements will have a proportionally large impact.

4.4 Others
VM Memory Density: As the ratio of memory to compute continues to shrink, servers tend to get packed with a large number of VMs with little memory and high page-fault rate. Because a host can only serve a few million page faults per second, page faults become a scarce resource. Accordingly, developers can be given budgets on page faults, and knowing the key faulting code locations can help them manage their budget.

Mitigating side channels: Page faults create side channels because they expose information about how often data is accessed (infrequent data have a much higher access latency). Accordingly, information about important faulting code locations can help developers remove these side channels (e.g., by ensuring the time to execute the code remains the same whether the fault occurs or not).

5 RELATED WORK
We are not aware of recent profiling studies of page fault behavior, but there is prior work in adjacent topics.

Architecture-level profiling: CPU profiling of application code is a mature topic, with both open-source and commercial tools available (e.g., GNU perf [6], Intel vTune, AMD µprof). These tools can identify instructions that cause cache misses, which are analogous to page faults. But the tools are quite different from page fault profiling because of the different time scales involved: processor caches operate in the nanosecond scale, and so profiling needs hardware help (e.g., performance counters), while page faults operate in the microsecond scale, which is amenable to software profiling. Despite these
differences, CPU cache profiling is driven by a similar insight as ours: unoptimized code may have a small number of instructions that cause a large number of misses.

**Hot and cold pages:** Prior work has looked into techniques to classify pages as hot and cold to determine the best candidates for swapping out (e.g., LRU, 2Q LRU [21], multi-generational LRU [15], etc). These methods are based on the insight that applications have working sets [16] with few hot pages relative to cold pages. This insight differs from ours because the hot or cold pages refer to the data being accessed, not code locations.

**Far memory:** Recent work proposes ways to improve swapping performance in the kernel for far memory [10, 11, 18, 34]. These techniques are orthogonal to our work since they are application agnostic, while our work provides insights into applications. Other systems access far memory through software constructs such as remoteable pointers [29, 36], rather than transparently through page faults. These systems could benefit from our insights (e.g., code profiling could allow developers to optimize remoteable pointers).

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we study the origins of page faults in far memory systems. We find that, surprisingly, the majority of page faults originate from a small number of locations in application source code, and that these code locations are relatively stable across different amounts of local memory. Our study is limited in several ways: we focus on a modest number of applications, our application working set sizes are limited due to the overheads of post processing traces, and we only evaluate one workload for each application; we leave overcoming these limitations to future work. Despite the limitations of our study, we believe that it suggests promising new opportunities for reducing page faults in far memory systems via fault-aware programming, improved prefetching, and—perhaps most saliently—manual hinting.
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